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Fucking in Heaven
In the headspace of earphones I am the universe—
its sounds my dreams of music.
But some other place, there is noise
that is music’s dream of me.
And so a d.j. is born.
My ears are wounds. I make splints for them
out of noise. My own voice retreating further
into the machine each time I capture it,
as if embarrassed by its persistent
call me back.
I attended the thick of things
where for one night a republic
of gratified desires was attained.
The next morning, shelled from e.
and swearing I’d never go back.
I stole the brass. Enough, I thought, to kill
the ringing in my ears. Sounds handed down
thickly from the make-believe ballroom. Trombone,
saxophone, trumpet, each peeling back as if recorded
on plywood.
What if the laws of those nights
had more power than governments?
A slip-cue into the bridge and I stalled there,
one hand equalizing the horns, the other filled
with the smooth muscles of the floor.
I heard someone shout I’m fucking in heaven!
as I called the fog down. A voice so separate
and so connected, so stupid beautiful I knew
the rave imaginary would go no further.
Adults become children again.
Love trendy. A dangerous place.
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A feeling of perfect safety at the edge
of oblivion. But tell me, children of house,
how you will know when to stop.
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Pythagoras’ Golden Thigh
The universe sang for him, revealing
its strings. But he could never sing back,
was always trying for the note smoke
made as it wound away from blown out candles.
The sound, he thought, of a secret being kept.
It meant he was a traveler, too,
and sometimes performed miracles.
Traffic is backed to the city limits of Elizabeth.
By now I should be jacked into the expressway,
its pothole interruptions rattling my frame
like dice in a leather cup.
Following their glide paths, jets descend
to slur the runway lights, alcohol
in their engines cooking. Miracle.
I try to grasp how this word can be.
Wing that divides the air from the air?
Or piston that drives the sky under us?
No. Coincidence in a larger design.
Which includes suffering jetlag or amputation,
the wait for the soul to catch up. Then and now
there are holding patterns.
In one version of the story, Pythagoras
did not exist. No matter, I think, watching
the airborne transparencies remove and
replace, remove and replace. Metal can
fly because it’s the shape that travels.
From up there, passengers can see
my exit, a spur of concrete like bone
flinching from bone.
I pass over the city again, seeing it
without ever being there. Speed a screen
I cannot reach to push away.
Night curtaining the length of the corridor,
the skyline on either side profiled in rhinestones.
Weather on the eights. Men working
the graveyard shift, paving it
through concrete fog. I’ve been listening to
FM stations since Baltimore, solo,
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on cruise control, to keep my hands
steady, ten to two on the wheel. Pop stars
repeating into the dead air, the clean
dimensions of their studio work
torn out with the cigarette smoke through
the open windows. A city I’ve
only glimpsed coming or going over the narrows.
After motion wears off, the visions will persist.
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City of Chicago: Temporary Event License
Headphones sequester the women of this city.
Days I see her walking through the street,
a thin room enclosed in blonde walls, and
wonder what she is listening to in there.
If noise is for her, as it is for some animals,
a tool for marking boundaries, it would be
nothing to shake one down. Take her hand
and hold it like a brick. Say I know a place
the d.j. will bend us, plastic dolls dancing
when there’s nobody at home to watch.
Someone who will spin us until we’ve got
champagne for blood. To shake down her hair—
it would be nothing if I were the sun in it.
Nothing to hold it in my brass knuckles and comb
until she dropped the white reins of the solo.
I know when she sleeps, she sees in lenses
made of sellotape, her breath shaking
the pendulum down with a little slink to it.
And the recording angel, thumbing tables in
God’s kitchen, speeds the platter up to keep her
matching its beat. The expressway is home to
six families of noise, all from the future and homeless
here until the world catches up. It would be
nothing to tell her myself if walls once shaken
down could stop talking. But the warehouses
we live in say otherwise—the silica and heavy metals
still telling on us like a bad drug. We call it house,
the sound we’re building with night. The police stop
their ears with bullets when they come to break it up.
They bark their semiautomatic bark; we show them
the permit. Counterfeit. But they believe it anyway.
Hundreds of us dancing with sirens, jerking
with seizure and search.
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The Ice Team Late in the Day
They built walls of water
frozen into folds. The blocks clear
and thin enough in places, I could see
movements through them. Bodies sliding
apart then back together on strings
of light, aquatic and shimmering.
Sometimes, the workmen whistle
at me and I think if only I had a gun.
But no. I show off.
Stick my hands in the controls.
This morning the owner started
in on me. Sniffing for liquor.
I put my finger to my lips to say
quiet, listen. Down the corridor,
someone hummed the dub plate I’d spun
last night under Money for Nothing.
They want their,
they want their. What?
Where did the top shelf go?
Ask them who was pouring vodka rocks
until morning. I was bending
the living hinge, opening deeper
and deeper rare releases. White labels
like a core sample stacking up
into the turntable light.
I stepped outside to let the wind
scope my ears. Whip my synthetic skin.
Lycra, nylon in a blend of vents that
cannot wick the actual air back.
It’s primitive what we need sometimes.
To scream a few minutes in the direction of
the empty magnetic north. In the blown-out
calm I feel what is exposed and put my
hands there. When I remove them,
I hear the tap and drag of a skater
pushing off the dark into the dark.
The burr of ice and the filings looped
around him like vinyl.
14

The owner wants to know what if
the walls melt. What if the dance floor
warps? I open the night to show him
my calling card, the word resident
printed below my name.
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The Looting of Ur
The work of scavenge goes off
in the main hall like a bomb
in time lapse.
Play it back.
Start in room 12, decorative arts.
A man adjusts a canvas duffel,
elbowing it tight to his shoulder
as he leans forward to scan
the placard: Object 116,
Ceremonial Harp, Babylonian,
two-pound hammer twirling
in his hand. Power is out
for all of Baghdad. The city’s
soundfloor a flat line spiked
with jet engine, siren, calls
to prayer. Under his half mask,
gunpowder, soap, tea souring
on his breath.
He kisses
its silk as he turns his face away
and swings.
~
Let me buy the lieutenant a drink, I said.
Don’t I owe him a drink? Fucking
fighter pilot, the guy. The game
had just ended. I couldn’t remember
the score. Nobody could. No playback.
We watched because they hit.
Goddamn they hit. Hard. Only place
in town that said fuck it, go, light up.
This place.
And then it was news.
Nobody watching. They weren’t
giving the scores. We’d all had
enough. Except the lieutenant
just getting warmed up
on the karaoke.
Said we owned the skies.
Owned them. For whisky,
he gave me skies.
~
16

Play it back again. Back to
the action
two hammers now.
He drives one face into the other
making purchase for the claw in
the thin seam between metal
and wood. It strips back like
the skin from a limp blister.
Each piece threatening to tear
as he presses forward with
dull snips. Last night he watched
an apartment block crumple,
stairwells folding Z over Z,
like the foil he switchbacks
delicately into the bottom
of his pack. God is always
watching his wife had insisted
even as they watched the sky
turned with blades and
shell casing rain. The last gem
rings off like a nail head. He
follows, a trail of blood
where the money cut his hand
~
From the inside
they had stolen uniforms, run
a dozen copies of the basement’s
floor plan. And this one, he looks
so proud of the stopwatch around
his neck. Won’t need it but it looks
professional. They all do, at first.
Before it registers: the key
is missing. They could be a troupe
of street performers the way they
turn their pockets inside out.
They want to play it back
but they’re too far underground
already. A single flashlight
between them blinks and sputters
down the corridor. What could
they do but shuffle after, holding
the recollection of its line?
There was a voice
17

behind the light and above it
urging them into the far corner.
Broken bowls and votives,
smashed tablets heaped in
plastic buckets, stacked against
the cinderblock wall.
Almost professional. The voice
went on, calm through the stale air,
leading the men back into the cool
black galleries, their suitcases filled
with clay and stone and promised gold.
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Theory of God
This is my church. This is where I heal my hurts. —Faithless
Easing a spliff from the purse
of his lips, the d.j. leans back. A globe
of smoke distending their meniscus:
swallowed again. Half a mile away
he can see bass thump concentric
through rows of salted bodies—
each skull a water glass on a sill
of shoulders. In a desert once
he spun a rave six days, woke late
the seventh, a little sickle of blood
hooked around each ear. Aftertouch
trembling the handles. A driver will
vanish from time to time into that playa,
uncoil like a cyclone when the wind
has died down. Or else he emerges
days later, fresh peeled, lips split
and grinning because now he can
see the scales, the frequency of dunes
like a billow-snap sining out
over the arid tract’s rhythm:
two hands drumming earth’s
cracked leather. Now, a mic at
his right: that he may address
the tribe in its wilderness. But—
dangerous man—he speaks
with the hands, on that black tabernacle,
polishing out sound. When the rush
comes—fuuuuuck—it’s about to
drop, turn table’s needle like an
airdrawn dagger sliding.
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On & On
Steve Dahl of WLUP in Chicago lights fuse,
gets away, to give his audience what it wants?
Raining disco at Comiskey park—
the vinyl scintilla
settling to the outfield like points on a graph.
A few miles uptown, Frankie Knuckles
tilts a new LP fluidly through fluorescent
kitchen lights. Panic note of police sirens
rotate off glass, off brick,
off the sable disc
Frankie’s holding inches from his face. Oblivious.
To this and every other run-down sample
of his neighborhood. Because there is something
flawless in his hands, music he hasn’t played yet.
The taste of plastic
burning, drifting up
from the alley every hour. The coughing and
the loud voices of angel dust. Welcome to the
underground.
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Goa Mix Silver
I’ve been mixing skin on skin since five
days ago and still it’s not quite my own brain
patterns I’m listening to. A priestess
humming through salt water is what I want
but outside gray happens to Christmas
lights as it does to everything else in this city
of steady habits. The Charles is an aristocrat
buttoning a shirt of starched ice over his torso.
He has no hands of his own, relying
instead on the recombinant star dust that
under his influence becomes fingers,
eyes, even the suit and tie and face I had on
this morning and the morning before.
Like you, the river contains many waters
in a single body and its asylums are
infinite. The boys I watched this morning
from the warm glass box of my agent’s
office threw snow, then rocks into the
broad collar of water and they weren’t bored
or aimless. They had wanted the river to
remain broken there and an opening.
So I rap the glass of the window in
the room you occupy with linoleum,
incarnadine plastic and rubber pills.
I’m going to walk away now so you can
recognize me. If you want to follow,
follow the air I’ve pressed into the snow
through which you can breathe.
~
Last night I was running through
your mother’s orchard, juking and
high stepping across the rooftops
of New England dead. Her voice from
the winesap trunk had tapped the same cold
oxygen my lungs were burning: Turn an ankle
22

and you’ll rot up here, too. I looked and
the windfall bulged from the original grid.
There were soft spots within soft spots
where the earth would swallow me
back into its over bred green. I filled
my pockets with noise of coin
and tried again to drum the dead up for
the season of their reaping. Beneath the
shingles of gray leaves, I heard the bones stir
sour mash and the teeth drink it.
~
Ash, your mother is dead and still
she worries over you, fraying the silk lining
of her casket as she turns in stripped
threads. Hurrying, even in his dreams
back to the studio, the soundboard
festooned with notes from Eddy—
unintelligible mostly, a cup of coffee
still steaming on the train of thought
he just abandoned. When he speaks,
it’s to wreck their freight together. So I’ve
got the right ear of my headset turned
out, pretending to listen to him ramble
on and on about the yoga routine his
wife has taken up. I picture her tap
out into the light, pulling her body from
the center of a pressed pill. But it’s never
like this you told me, burning
my last Silk Cut to its filter before leading
me on a tour of the clinic. The sixth in three
years. I had learned by then that all ivy was
the same, failing to disguise similar bricks
no matter where I went. It had been sweet
work at first, ripping the snaked hair
from the yard. It grew back, thicker
than rage. Sumac vines boiling their oil. It would
grow without the sun, I learned. In spite of
all the mulch, it would thrive. One night
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it took three men to drag me out of my own
club and all the rain to keep me there while
the bartenders made a show of looking for
Clark’s teeth. They were dingy, blending
with the film of nicotine on the tile floor.
And though by right all three were mine,
I kept the one incisor only and set it
in a sterling band. Maybe I was looking
for a piece of world waiting to be
knocked out or a bone I had to
break to set. The rain stalled over the city
and when I held out my hands to
show you the gloves of steam that
had wrapped my fists and softened
them, I was touching my own blood
again, mixed with his. And in my palm,
the ward I’d fashioned from metal,
skeleton, and solder. You refused it all.
~
The other couples have never liked us.
They don’t know why they don’t.. I know, look
at me, I look like an asshole. And the two
of us so goddamn comfortable. Our postures
loose, as if we belonged there and they
did not. They hunch into one another,
the tops of their shadows agreeing
on the angle of shame. They do not want
to belong like this, between two stations,
in the dry and endless kiss of static, their bodies
too close to spar or dance. We would
change places if we knew how.
I’ve seen Eddie’s wife swallowed
by a night of pills. Blue lines
chopped out on the top of her
pupil. She scanned the dance floor as if
she could see a bar code there.
Her body following this single dimension
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was flawless, a rock skipped across
the dance floor. If I watched her for
long enough, time seemed to thicken
and slow to gelatin in her hand. You say she’s
hustling me with the three-card glamour
even dropouts from your modeling school knew.
We would change places if we could choose to.
~
We keep
gardens in ourselves. Mine is a coral reef.
One of us dries out here while the other dies.
And I don’t know until I’m breathless
whether I need to come up for air
or go down into it. I should have been born into a different
element. Sometimes I think we don’t learn
to walk. We adjust to our feet. If not
ivy, won’t you erode?
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On the Road to Galatina
The First
In tarantula season, they are stung
by the window at noon. Stung while
pruning grapes. Stung after a dream
of St. Paul, after seeing a snake killed.
Enchanted on the way to the sea.
They are stung and they send for me:
Carmela wants to dance. For music.
Come. Handkerchiefs, scarves, linens
of every color, pots of basil,
lemon verbena, mint and rue, mirrors,
a great basin of water. And the bitten,
done up in scarlet like a cardinal, picking
out shoes the color her tarantula wears.
A tambourine spraying into her ear
and her sisters chanting: foot by foot it comes,
foot by foot it goes. I played over her so closely
it seemed my bow had the woman’s body
for its violin.
The Second
The Duke has fled. The city gone
to villages. Riots and petty thieves
asleep on cushions of drink
and alley trash. I left
nobody watching.
In the small hours, heaps of coal
stained the gutters with smoked light,
folded the air that passed over.
The devil’s brain
says my father.
To my mother: the devil’s eye.
But evil angels may and do perform
the will of God. Look. Here comes
the Pope shouting, Have faith.
You are burning.
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The Skull Is a Hard Case that Surrounds the Brain
A finger shines the track like
If he shows us the good vein

this way out.

we will call him d.j. But this diva
he’s slipped over me…
When she sings, I am swimming
in tonic water—cold and boiling.
At a forty-five, world
opens from my back, endless as V:
three islands, then lighthouse, then sea.
Gulls squawk
the long and stark of their patrols,
dropping remix on us: stop copying me
stop copying me
nonstop. And we do. And they do.
Heaven’s forbidden, she says, but I’m

going soon.
Her voice like a candy necklace, melting,
and I wonder, does she know that she’s
the horse and
I’m the rider? The skull is a hard case
that surrounds the brain. Six windows:

true divided light
on either side. Sometimes I look like me
but I talk like a stranger. What if I could do
to you the things
I wanted to? Would you still want me to?
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American Neon
At the railroad trestle, bear sharp
right off Plank Road, then follow
the gravel drive a quarter mile
and listen for us. This is everyone, too,
you hear. Not every body, but spirit of the—
accomplice to the—unseen hands that
shuffle me back into the deck’s anthem.
Train coming, steel clocking, clocking steel,
with a grit frequency that scuffs
the plastered air. I pause, let my hip
S-curve into the handle of a maul, and place
two fingers on the niche
where my collarbones meet.
Exquisite to the touch and yet
I hate the words (all small talk and lies)
that come from this part of me.
Crossing the trestle, the conductor
pulls a long whistle into the air,
the note coiling in our ears like
a spring, then stretching back
over the parade of cargo as the
engine car accelerates into a straightaway.
There’s enough light to see the scandal
of names, the tags that shock the freight car’s
ribs as they torque in from the mountains
west of here, names of anti champions
glowing on these, our signature machines.
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For Saint John on His Feast Day
Boat engines cut, one by one,
then away their anchors. The moon
in the mirror lake is hotel silver—
four stars of the possible five feeding
bent matter back against the nocturna
obscura. Voices from a distant bar carry
over water. Like glass-on-glass they
slide through the row of open windows
where notes want to be lifted again
from the keyboard. To go out
and further out, past sounds the d.j.
doesn’t know he doesn’t know.
In those zones, the wires without stars,
cracking the black ice and the limit
never is. If there are two Bellagios
then three, five, eight. But tonight,
for the Baptist, lit candles in paper rafts
so each mast of light can count
its flare down. He follows them to the voices
across the square, where smoke-break
to watch the reflection decompose,
each version rolled over itself
in boat wake. Beside him at the railing
when he turns, the girl is slim with
a tilted brim, camera in her hand.
House over the speakers like
she’s never felt before—four
on the floor up through her sandals
asking do you want to 3…2…1 with me?
I’ll be your celebrity…
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Stepping out of the Limelight
into the cab, I see lines three deep
at the cash machines, their plexi tagged
with spray paint and loose change—
signatures and fucks and X’s. A year ago
nobody, no money here past dark. Now the young
mill and giggle, concrete running its chill up
Gucci heels. They shiver in their feathers,
waiting for the velvet arm to lift, open their city
to them. Let them in. They are strangers and
we must let strangers in. The driver and I speak
into our phones different languages. We make sounds
of agreement with our other ends. Yes, we hum,
I am here and you are there. The bridge’s open ties
press us down then up, fingers on a steel string.
Shocks then springs. Tonight I watched an angel
in cardboard wings turning in the thickening crowd.
With one hand he took my money, with the other
pressed the pill onto my tongue. You are in L.A.
where it’s yesterday still. Our apartment empty
so I stay out late and search for longer ways back.
Below me, the river is licorice. Twisting and twisting
in its mouth, the mirror ball begins to peel away
and fail. Soon, I sing. Home soon.
But it’s static. A hiss. Then gone.
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Re-Entry Sequence
5 a.m.—jet lag drags the traveler
out of me, room singing into my mouth
as if I’d come to leave again.
Mind stuck in a duffel bag but I know
it’s Home. We spoke ghost to ghost
in postcard dreams, holding off the fading.
Now espresso to bring the notes alive—
black in burnt caffeine. Ones and zeros
repeating back to me. Voices wait
in my machine, I let them turn to gray,
caller and called lost a little longer
in the call.
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The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind of Someone Living
The depth of the stars is unknown to us.
Like oceans, perhaps, they reach bottom—
then deeper, to vents, a heat we could
not fathom. I would like to think there is
life at the other side of the core, new bodies.
We could be one; you the diamond skin, and I
the iron bones. A city springing from our mineral
wealth miles below the long, riveted arms—
called Goethals Bridge, called Verazzano—
that lied to us, grinned, and pulled us slowly apart.
Though we could become this, too, you know—
twin lies in a braid: rusty locks of high tension wire.
And there would be no one to blame if we were
to haul once more the night sky onto ourselves.
Just greed of constellations down here, in our
living room, our municipal park, our airstrip,
bedroom ceiling, and glove box—wherever we
could put them, really. This time we were young,
it was early, and these were Rorschach hours;
we saw the diamonds, though not the velvet pouches
of dark matter in which they came. Look at these
travelers, how they worry the city’s outskirts
perpetually. The white lights and red of coming
and going, threads unraveled and splashed against
all that glass: windshield, mirror, eye. Among the
going, I also inch toward the meadowlands
that stand out like carpet samples in their
glossy books. Towards something like words:
a refinery’s tangled pipes, the name HESS,
then the blank column that burns up through
the fingers of the driver next to me. It resembles
a smokestack but is really a sort of crucible
wherein crude becomes its component parts again.
Something I cannot put my finger on, like the sports
car embraced by actual flames on the interstate’s
shoulder. Though I do feel the sun as it levers
33

up from its marine terminal and the city
I have chosen to drag with me quickly melting;
an ice palace throwing its silver at the tollbooth,
which can do nothing but wave stiffly, goodbye.
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Movement in Still Life
The Fusion has five blades.
his sterile flower in the mug
beside the sink—
upturned chin, do you know
when the rust is
~
Brother on his hands and knees at the
parental door, putting words
in light’s mouth. Click-ick
of paper on hardwood like
the fresh blade father locks
into his utility knife. It’s a trapezoid. Look in.
The bed as mother used
to make it—early so we
couldn’t tell:
they slept apart for years.
~
The actor decides to cut
the green—wait
the red

voices tangle into the neighbor’s

yard, cut one
another off again?
is he trying to
kill?—the grass
looks green enough
from there
but this was years before
the invention of reality
T.V. so he decides to wash
the car and she returns to
35

pulling weeds and they don’t make
bitter like they used to.
~
Like concrete poured into sections,
into streets we pour and into rivers
and so on. Civilized as geometry:
the food, the music, the dancing,
and the guns. And exponential, too.
The Fusion is how we cut ourselves
once: bleed five times.

36

Palmyra

18

Morning commute—overhead, a polar sky
cracks against the block of a hospital. The city
mottling like a bruise, its panels of glass
collecting cells from the sun’s disintegrate eye.
A few miles past the county line,
when the last evangelist has been wrestled
into the long channel of static, I press
my finger to the dial’s mute wound and look
through the crop of derelict vehicles for a
certain model. Souvenir of the day a rust
licked truck ahead of me plowed through a doe,
forcing my car into the shoulder’s
shallow ditch. What I remember is the animal
still trying to rise in the diesel-clacked fog,
a blur of camouflages, fur and cotton,
heather and hunter. The equilateral eye
of a razor blade blinking back the sun
through its bloodshot arc. Before I could
pull away, the man was at my window
with a crowbar and a tarp, prepared for
a kind of mercy I had never known.
Broke clean, he said, as we dragged the body
37

from the road. Unlike that truck of his,
which I pass each morning on the way
to Palmyra, its frame too warped to run.
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Basilica
Through the window of a rental car,
I watch a plow churn up geometries
of dirt. Our distance from the city center
growing, the guardrail runs beside us
like a dull tongue, pronounced stop.
So we do. According to the guidebook,
a seat of the Byzantine empire stood here.
But now we are. Framed in the glass of the ticket
booth, considering our various admissions.
How often I have prayed for a god
who takes away.
And yet, grace: shade, the limestone’s
cellar air, an alchemical sun
through the clerestory, glinting
down into the crypt.
And now this figure in white
coveralls on the scaffold above,
restoring each shard of the mosaic
to an immaculate state.
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Snowblind
Cars in a semicircle, mostly out of state
plates, though it is March and the snow
that rims the harbor will hold fast its white
lock another month. Closed for season scribbled
on the sheet of plywood that shutters the
lobster shack’s picture window. I can’t see
it from the dock I’m standing on but I know
it’s there as I spell my name with wine-inked
urine in waters that meet the ocean. Neatly.
The way the letters disappear. Too early for
stars but small charges of light in the ceiling
unlimited; P-3 Orions returning from the day’s
Atlantic sweep. They will be overhead,
throttling their propellers as they
touch down in the restricted zone
of this college town. The pilots keep to
themselves as the locals do in the local
bars, watching the students from away
sign their tabs and stumble out together,
school night drunk. But today I’ve stripped
to cotton boxers and I stand scrubbed, pink
and gorgeous as only the young can be,
who pose so rarely it seems they must do
so constantly. In my sunglasses, icicle
points of a flashbulb splash before
I do, following my name back into
the glimmer of the winter sound.
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A Portrait of the Open Door
Keeping bar, M. Ginoux is deft. And in his white
smock, he adopts a barber’s air, vaguely medical,
as he plugs the sepia and moss colored bottles
lined before him. Glasses: 5c each. He counts them
on the tables, plus the 1F piece Emilie leaves on the
chair before she topples past, rattling his terraced
apartments of wine. Ginoux hardly registers the nervous
aspect of pale scalp, ducking behind her; a town
clerk is all. There is a church somewhere near
his office for him to believe in. Or the letter
from Paris, where he’s never been, confirming
his position on behalf of etc., etc., for the people
of etc., etc. who have spelled his name wrong.
At the café entrance, the painter has turned his back
to the gas lights and opened a door onto the dark
rectangle of Arles. He is asking a prostitute how
she sorrows her face. With chalk. How she
removes it. With alcohol. The smoke of her
cigarette, thick, milk, turns the clear night louche
like anisette stunning water. It is the absence
of this tangled red face above the easel that
bothers Ginoux at 25F. Or was it 26? Rosaries,
he thinks must be like this. An abacus but if for
an instant he looks up: foreign currency.
And uncertain besides, the commerce of artists
and whores, out past the threshold’s ledger.
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Saturday at the Races
When the most fabulous people in the world
said, won’t you come along? she didn’t ask why
they call it steeplechase, those thoroughbreds
pulling little toy harlequins over fences for pretend,
though she must have wondered. I could have told
her why, could have told her about the horses—
vehicles that carried men from one of God’s houses
to another. She was going to the one old money built
to itself (of itself, for itself). Look at all those hats!
I would have said, gesturing toward the line of sport
utilities backed up all the way from the interstate
to the gas and grocery I was managing, but barely.
I could have made her laugh, I think, if I told her
a school of jellyfish is called a smack, and these exotic
species floating on the gin thick air, a bitch smack.
Watch out, I would have said, for those boss men—
they’ll be wrecked like a fleet of dazzle ships and leaning
against the outer rail. And when she asked me what
the hell a dazzle ship was, I could have told her of
the vessels brought to dry dock in a war long since
finished. There to be swatched with color, zig-zagged
tic-tac-toed, the illusion of a second bow wave
painted in marine tones, and what seemed like
the opposite of camouflage was, in fact,
its perfected form. I would have told her
don’t trust him if he’s got mirrors on his eyes. But the store
was cranked with bodies, voices, frat boys and
their parents and all the well-fed siblings calling out
for legs and breasts, thighs and wings, potato wedges,
buttermilk biscuits, and y’all got anymore Coors? I remember
laughing with PJ, the two of us hollering out steak & cheese!
steak & cheese! steak & cheese! and moving as fast as the blade
on the slicer as we whirled and juked by one another,
grinding a patina of lettuce onto the tiles of the floor.
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Maybe I never saw her that morning. Maybe it was
another delicate blonde with the same pink feather boa,
the same pineapple print dress. These things happen, Saturday
of the race. It doesn’t matter. There were hideous petals in a
trail up to the door. His necktie was loose and he’d left
the door unlocked. Propped on the sink, the girl smelled
like cheap vodka and the salon products her mother
bought her—citrus and bubblegum. I must have been
about her age the first time I saw the races. Standing
on the rail, I had seen through mirrors, mirrors: the day
convexing itself, as if pulled forward by the chestnut bay
with the blazed brow, who was winning the race going away
(twelve lengths ahead, easily) before he pulled up and
plunged down, ankles shattering as if they’d turned in midgait to glass. The screen! The screen! the trainer was shouting,
waving his patent leather case in the air like a big, black bird.
The most fabulous people in the world removed their hats, then,
their sunglasses, and looked up, while I stared ahead,
smugly neutral, thinking myself at ease with such horror.
But sometimes these things happen, Saturday of the race,
and in the scratched panels that reflected me, I turned
away from him and into him and now it hardly matters
if I wash my hands before returning to work.
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A Baptism
Every dusk that summer,
a wall of darker blocks
would take shape above
the mountains. Course
by course, the smell of
mortar mixed with ozone.
Always the saturation point
receding into the next night.
I had framed out a thousand
square feet before the first
drops of rain rolled into the valley.
When that storm came, cut nails:
the earth brick brittle and seething.
Limbs, split by a sudden weight,
dragged power lines to the ground.
So I left votive candles on the jobsite
and hiked out to a quarry’s colddipped stone—a spoke of sun
and the pulse of moss to guide me.
At the precipice, I watched ink
move the way a god might: lightning
diagramming the pathway east.
If there was thunder, I never heard it,
driving like an animate nail toward
the water’s source. When I emerged,
a glaze of rain, wet and electric,
had galvanized my skin.
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From The Biography of Light
1. Fire
When we gave birth to it, the gray
hair of an elder, ghost-crowning—
we knew we could not have given
birth to it.
Sister fire, we asked, are you always
hungry, but warm—like us? If we made
a place for you in the garden, would you
become one of us?
Priest told us it must drink, too,
and sleep. He stood before the
fire and recited the story of […]
and un. It was not,
he said, the story of […] and un
we should fear. The lovers of un,
they die like water does from
skin, the spirits
of water and earth being so
strong in us. It was our own
story, he said, our sons will
suffer. Did we believe
Priest when he told of
earth erupting suddenly to sun?
We did not. And now we are the
dead. And our sons.
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2. Container
If above us, then below.
When below, also above—
we can look, and looking
away, still see what little
we could see before.
From below, we pull
that which is without
form, waiting to be
brought into you, made
bone as we have been,
to hold a shape when held.
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Land’s End
Above the back dunes, chipboard pinned
each window to its vacancy, proving nothing
but minor passages. A few grains of sand
lodged in the recess of a countersinking
screw. The dissipating husk of an insect, arrested
on a sill. Or the shape of my desire
for you—granite split to square four walls.
No roof, then the low roof of snow. I dug
a crawlspace and found you hovering,
inescapable; the albatross in silhouette
who would darken moments above the cove
where I had paused to smoke a cigarette.
At sunset, when the sky was an instrument
panel, patrols from the air station would chase
you off. And I, composing new arrangements
with our only word for love, would be faced
with an issue of translation or creation or
the eroded points of ground between.
So as winter gripped the fingertips of shore
I picked driftwood from a freezing sea,
stacked planks against the cold, and built
a column of the dampest cords. The flames
smoldering and you following like a sizzled
flare—all these states will bear your name.
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Improvisation in White and Gold: Hollywood
If the sheets were clean, cold—
last week’s stale dreams and sweat
bleached from them—I could
begin again, in sheets clean, cold,
the body’s celebrity unexposed.
Imagine the neighbor girl’s breasts
in my sheets so clean and cold.
Last week’s stale dreams and sweat
like a curtain fallen upward. And action.
Streetlights gone to rows of palm.
This morning’s failed audition:
a curtain falling upward and—laugh track—
I’m standing naked, center stage again,
guest star in my rerun dream,
I tell myself fall upward. And cut.
Streetlights into rows of palm.
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Mix Tapes of the Late ‘90s
A:
She loves that farm use Chevrolet
her boyfriend drives (see how easily
that word slips out, love?) its rattle
and hum up the two-track behind her
parent’s house. Guns & Roses always
scattering through blown speakers,
cab full of electric guitar. She has never lied
to him, just certain things better left unsaid or
said a different way, like, here’s a mix tape
I made for you (that’s crucial, the “for you”),
which is what she will say tonight if she
can find that Cowboy Junkies album,
some Bowie.
B:
He never knows what to do with his hands
while they’re kissing. Certain mechanics
are involved, like in driving or playing baseball.
There is even a car. A field. But his muscles,
the wires in his forearms and wrists, have
no memory of this. Or the node at the center
of a butterfly’s hinged flight.
Does he touch that?
There’s nothing on this side,
she says as the cassette player completes
its sequence of click and whir. He thinks
maybe it’s not his hands. Maybe it’s his
fingers need practice because listen:
ssssssss*ssssssss*ssssssss
of underline feeding out its blank—swish
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of ribbon as she ties her dark hair back.
This isn’t what she wants to hear, green
plugs of firefly between his finger and thumb.
And because he knows this, he walks her music back
once, twice, three times, through the levels of night,
as if through a turnstile, rowing.
A:
The beginning again—smooth cursive
of her body looping around his
in the bench seat. He knows it’s okay
to put one hand here, one there and ask
how it feels for a girl. Even this can
be described. Bucket of red paint
overturned on the base of her spine
he opens from within; the way it
spreads, it lingers, like an elastic
spark: pulse then smooth then pulse
again as the blood shrinks back
from his body, the one who sang for it.
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The Life of an Amateur
Two months since I have been inside
your apartment. The light, I remember,
bright as magnesium fire. All that glass,
transparent. All that steel, concealed.
I would visit more often but I am writing
the life of an amateur—a full-time job—
and there are all those reasons not
to sleep where you live: because I am
in your city; because the city has got drugs
or definitely knows someone who does;
because I am unaccustomed to your
blinding walls, to the mattress we share.
And of course, the morning of my departure,
I would wake early, half-dreaming that I could
stuff the distance that was before me in
a bag with my clothes and just be there.
A joint, after that fantasy clears, I inhale
to exhale rings of smoke toward Newark.
Last time, a constellation of holding
patterns had formed there, each plane reduced
to some vector, some coordinate I could
never imagine. It’s like I told you, M—,
the life of an amateur is better suited to the road,
where I can find myself in a tunnel, suspended
just above the asphalt a sleeve of white tiles sliding by.
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Colonel Lloyd’s Horses
When he rose, I rose. Blood stirred
in the dim, one of us reaching out,
then the other as if agreeing to divide
morning’s first chore, each to fill our
other glass. The mirror makes the idea
we are, the self. Makes us separate.
A horse will adjust to its rider
like fluid to a container. So I want to
believe the animal shares this, I want
to believe he wants this—place beside me
looking at himself. What the horse wants
is exercise of habit and instinct: his legs under him,
the metronome of an old man forking hay
into the stalls, and when it runs, the clouds
of sand that spring up, then settle
U
U

U
U

on the flattened blades of peninsula grass.
~
It was the eyes, all mahogany and polish
and the shuffle of black flies—far worse
than the tears they resembled. We should
hate these beasts. The Colonel, in Baltimore,
must be arranging his death as he did his life: quill, ink,
ledger book open at his desk. The bloodlines in his
mind are the only lucid thoughts he has anymore.
The same way it is with you, father. I remind you again,
you are a free man but it is, I know, a slave’s
heaven your mind travels toward. An army is
coming. I saw the smoke of their cooking fires
from the Great House. Whatever color
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they wear, they will say the stable belongs to them now,
the masters of war. I know all in there belongs
to you, father, but do not argue with the soldiers.
Tonight, I vanish, and the thoroughbreds with me,
two of the sturdier draft animals as well, driving
overland, I do not know what passages.
The coach team will go as payment for my guides—
if challenged, we shall be natives, horse dealers
all of us followers of our mother’s condition.
The officers will be mounted. Give them water,
feed, use of the stables. Not even the tack will remain.
I have just now completed the papers, replacing
the Colonel’s name with our own. My mother was free.
You never said her name. I wrote Mare, which comes
from mother and sounds like sea and damage
and the insides of bones. The laws of this land
say I must follow her condition. I will follow them
elsewhere. The wild song you taught me
to sing at Chincoteague. You said face east.
My voice must go east. I mean to find a way there.
~
We are three and six horses.
Nights, eels run past in slick braids,
a million dark whips of cartilage
silver where they breach. A million.
The Colonel would not have let me go
for less. Prize blood of his breeding ledgers,
Barney | Black African and Piscataway Savage.
There were connoisseurs of such things,
a taste for mixtures to control.
I tell my guides none of this. Our stories are
those travelers tell other travelers. As we work
nets that thrash with eels (our breakfast and
our supper) I tell the twice-buried man
of Port Royal. How the wicked city shakes,
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its ships loaded with slaves & rum
& tobacco turning over in the harbor. Miseries of
survival: men pinched at the middle, still alive
when dogs return hungry. Earth swallows one whole,
a merchant stepping from his offices,
who says the dark is rock pure, teeth
all the way down; he fears the hell coming
though it never does. Miles away,
in a birth of seawater and foam, he surfaces.
Wreckage floats him to the shore.
Wondering what carried him through
all that earth, we go down again to the riverbank
and watch the moon ride the backs of eels.
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Life Among The Sound Tribes
1. Creation Myth
In the beginning, God was a local who
ushered his guests through music halls
and gardens of paradise on earth.
Nothing echoed,
nothing reproduced
because the Word was in everything
bending through the meat and the hair
through tree bark and grass blade
and the spines of beasts.
God was the Word. And the Word, the source—
the clear tongue of fire
that had cleaved itself from the void
In the beginning there was no law against
breaking and entering but to be safe He told
both the man and woman it was called dividing
light from dark. He said it was good
and it was good. Some evenings, the three of
them waded into the river’s continuous mix
of sky with sun with dirt and it was good.
The couple loved God for making them
liquid in this world and for making it liquid
in them. Even so they flailed and flailed
and slowly learned to make themselves
imperfect fish. Watching them push His
water away from their bodies, God knew
that soon they would begin to separate
the night dreams from the day. His plan
was already in the serpent. And it was good
though it made Him sad.
2. Creation Myth (Dub Version)
The Word. And the Word.
Was good. Was good.
Dividing light from dark:
going echo, echo, echo.
[cue GOD’s TEARS
release THE SERPENT]
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The everything Word:
His water with dirt made them.
[go TEARS]
Made them to separate
the night from the day.
His plan:
[go HISS] [cue ANSWERING MACHINE?]
Hiss.
[cue ANSWERING MACHINE]
Here ends the Word of the Lord:
[go MACHINE]
Are you there?
Come down here.
I want you to trip like I do.
[Enter archangel]
can’t you trip, can’t you think,
can’t you feel like I do?
can’t you walk, can’t you breathe
can’t you trip like I do?
[Exit MAN and Woman]
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Elle
Lemon lime brights
get superfresh this
summer so tie
on a neon
string bikini
and head for the
beach. Don’t forget
to add a splash
of irreverence,
Lucien Pellat
Finet’s cashmere
blanket is the
perfect blend of
fun and luxe.
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Esquire
Two men debate
The Rules
of Summer:
Conventional
man worries that
sweat damages
leather. Bold man
knows a fine shoe
can handle it.
Conventional
man only goes
sockless with casual
clothes. Bold man says
It’s summer: bring it on.
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Shimmer Gives the Illusion of Movement
Miss America in the tent for hair & makeup
welding sparks onto her gunmetal frown.
To add fullness to a long face, you can swoosh
rose blush onto the cheeks. Before the bonfire of.
Before the procession of the vanities.
Metallic cool again. Always hold the blush
brush like a pencil. It would be pretty on anyone.
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The Lives of Amateurs: Chapter XIX
We walked some other dusk, you and I,
in a park like this park. Rome? No.
Not Rome. Naples, who sings; sang.
Never for us or for the dead. Not even
for the garbage piled in the streets,
uncollected the entire month of August.
An old saying—Rome eats, Milan works,
Naples sings—and the city has to do a little
something to earn its pension.
Do you remember the singing or
only the garbage? Perhaps you were
never there. A ballad and a drunk
in every alley, lurching music, each of
them pausing in a doorway to smoke
or catch breath.
Only once did I ever hear you hum;
you thought you were alone and
perhaps I was neither here nor there.
Like between us, this bank building
in the shape of a Japanese lantern.
Three of its candles have been
extinguished. A place to keep
old flames while they are going out?
Until it is safe to touch
your name to paper once again,
Adriana?
Do you still hate it when I smoke?
If so, I am not. Smoking that is.
For you and for the children of
this park, I will keep my little suicides
tucked inside my pocket. But listen,
the candles are going out faster now,
smooth as money shutting down.
With what light remains, picture this
couple sitting on opposite sides
of a picnic table. They have been
arguing so long neither has said
a word since I got here. The way she
brings the soft end to her lips,
first two fingers in a V so the smoke
she blows could almost be a kiss.
How he pinches the filter
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between his finger and his thumb, cupping
what’s left with the rest of his hand.
It’s after eight, now. Hotel rooms
alone glowing but I know there
is a custodian inside one of these
dimmed rectangles. Perhaps he is
holding down the power button on
his radio, holding it between on and off,
because this way, when he finally let’s go,
he can feel music rush up like a sponge
to fill the space that used to be
his finger.
There was no end to Naples,
just a sprawl of fabric shaking
on laundry lines, a pair of pants
that seemed to be stepping through
the smudged edge of a wall.
Which is why, the lampposts
more than anything. Faceted iron
painted some shade of green one
might find in the back of an
army navy surplus. The way they
looked like the tools that put
them together. Nothing else
quite as cool against my forehead.
These most necessary pleasures,
each one so small, no word exists
for it, except, maybe, because.
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